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Icon under a microscope: Uluru, Northern Territory, Australia

Celebrity faces: Eyes - Phillipa Harrison, Tourism Australia, Nose - 
Donald Trump, Mouth - Helen Mirren

A-maze-ing
Can you find your way through this maze? 
Start at the top and finish at the bottom.

Famous faces

There are three different faces 
that make up this picture.

They are a mixture of famous 
celebrities and travel names.

Can you figure out who the 

eyes, nose and mouth in this 
picture belong to?

And don’t worry if you can’t 
guess them all, two out of three 
ain’t bad!

Funnies Flashback
we’ve trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 04 Sep 2014:

some travellers set crazy demands for the care of their pets 
while on holidays.

According to a survey of 8,000 people by Small Luxury Hotels 
of the World, 15.1% said they would gladly pay a supplement 
for their pets to be pampered.

Some of the demands received range from the basic grooming 
& dog beds to the extreme such as high-end pata negra ham, 
caviar and blueberry facials.

Dog owners in China provided some of the weirdest requests 
including unlimited playtime & even a “sausage dog girlfriend”.

Aussies aren’t exempt, with one Burmese cat owner asking for 
somebody to repeatedly assure her cat “how beautiful she was”.

Icon under a microscope

This landmark is iconic and 
easily recognisable when you see 
the whole picture, but can you 
identify it from this small portion 
of the image?

Known by another name for 
many years, this incredible rock 

is considered one of the greatest 
natural wonders of the world and 
is one of the largest monoliths, 
measuring 348m tall.

The rock itself is around 550 
million years old and has deep 
spiritual meaning to the locals.

Suppliers! Drive 
sales by teaching 
travel advisors
with the Travel Daily Training Academy

Click here for an information pack
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